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LOCATION 
A charming farm on the outskirts of Rome, few 

minutes from the center and from the main streets 

and highways. 

 

 

The guests will immediately notice the perfect 

combination of nature and hospitality this farmhouse 

offers. 





LOCATION 

The guest’s awakening will also be accompanied by 

the chirping of a vast variety of birds and an 

immediate sensation of comfort and tranquillity. 





ROOMS 

Warm welcome and hospitality in Rome 

 

 

The farmsteads, which guest 12 chambers, whose 

furnishing have been created with a sought care for 

details in order to make a pleasant and comfortable 

stay for the guest. 

 

Some of the chambers lean out on the enchanting 

internal court, which hosts an ancient fountain, on 

the romantic hills, on the Etruscan caves and the 

Tevere’s valley. 





COMFORT 

· Heating and air conditioning  

· Wardrobe  

· Desk  

· Lcd TV with satellite channels  

· Free wi-fi connection  

· Phone  

· Minibar 

· Safe  

· Private bathroom  

· Jacuzzi or shower  

· Courtesy kit 





RESTAURANT 

Farmhouse with restaurant in Rome 

 

 

 

The Farmhouse’s restaurant clearly reminds of the 

ancient times in a modern framework, it can guest big 

events. 

 





RESTAURANT 

From its windows, you and your guests can admire 

the wonderful landscape while tasting at the same 

time, traditional dishes issued from the local and 

Mediterranean gastronomy and, even a great amount 

of typical products, some of them are produced by the 

farm. 





POOL & SPA 

In this little country house, you will find a seasonal 

outdoor deck level pool with hydromassage in the 

nature, along with a terrace. 

 

 

 

What is better to celebrate you wedding, the most 

beautiful day of your life, in this charming atmosphere 

? 





POOL & SPA 

Agriturismo with Spa for wellness stay 

 

 

 

Inside a little farmstead there are a Spa with a 

comfortable sauna and a modern steam bath.  

 

Whereas on the outside there is a wide terrace which 

shows the view to the guests, who can relax and enjoy 

the quiet while feeling the perfumes of the trees and 

the flowers. 



Our team will organize every detail for you special day in this intimate 

and chic farmhouse. This incredible place is just waiting for you ! 






